Two nicking enzyme systems specific for mismatch-containing DNA in nuclear extracts from human cells.
We have identified two novel enzyme systems in human HeLa nuclear extracts that can nick at specific sites of DNA molecules with base mismatches, in addition to the T/G mismatch-specific nicking enzyme system (Wiebauer, K., and Jiricny, J. (1989) Nature 339, 234-236). One enzyme (called all-type) can nick all eight base mismatches with different efficiencies. The other (A/G-specific) nicks only DNA containing an A/G mismatch. The all-type enzyme can be separated from the T/G-specific and A/G-specific nicking enzymes by Bio-Rex 70 chromatography. Further purification on a DEAE-5PW column separated the A/G-specific nicking enzyme from the T/G-specific nicking enzyme. Therefore, at least three different enzyme systems are able to cleave mismatched DNA in HeLa nuclear extracts. The all-type and A/G-specific enzymes work at different optimal salt concentrations and cleave at different sites within the mismatched DNA. The all-type enzyme can only cleave at the first phosphodiester bond 5' to the mispaired bases. This enzyme shows nick disparity to only one DNA strand and may be involved in genetic recombination. The A/G-specific enzyme simultaneously makes incisions at the first phosphodiester bond both 5' and 3' to the mispaired adenine but not the guanine base. This enzyme may be involved in an A/G mismatch-specific repair similar to the Escherichia coli mutY (or micA)-dependent pathway.